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Long Live Marxism
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“…within the capitalist system all
methods for raising the social
productiveness of labour are
brought about at the cost of the
individual labourer; all means for
the development of production
transform themselves into means
of domination over, and
exploitation of, the producers;
they mutilate the labourer into a
fragment of a man, degrade him
to the level of an appendage of a
machine, destroy every remnant
of charm in his work and turn it
into a hated toil; they estrange
from him the intellectual
potentialities of the labour process
... they distort the conditions under
which he works, subject him
during the labour process to a
despotism the more hateful for its
meanness.... It follows...that in
proportion as capital accumulates
the lot of the labourer, be his
payment [wage] high or low, must
grow worse.... It establishes an
accumulation
of
misery,
corresponding with accumulation
of capital. Accumulation of
wealth at one pole is, therefore,
at the same time accumulation of
misery, agony of toil, slavery,
ignorance, brutality, mental
degradation, at the opposite
pole.”
— Marx
Capital, Volume I, Chapter 25, Section 4, p 11)
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On Parliament Election 2014

SUCI(C) Central Committee’s
appeal to people
People are faced with yet another general
election to the Lok Sabha. Besides the two main
contending bourgeois parties, the Congress and
the BJP, all the regional bourgeois parties and
social democrats like the pseudo-communist
CPI(M) and CPI, all are in the fray claiming
themselves as the “champions” of “development”
and “crusaders” against “corruption”. As usual
the media is loudly propagating their tall claims,
promises and mud-slinging against each other.
Since the first general election in 1952,
people witnessed many elections and change of
governments. But what change have these
brought to the life of the people? Do we find any
improvement in their living condition? Whatever
tall claims these parties with different flags may
make, the reality is that a few monopoly,
corporate and big business houses have
flourished and amassed huge wealth at the cost
of ruination of millions of common people. So it
is not astonishing to see millions of people living
in a perpetual state of abject poverty, starvation
and lack of medical treatment; 77% of the
people are not in a position to spend even Rs.
20/- a day; there is mass exodus of millions of
peasants and agricultural workers to cities in
search of jobs; lakhs of peasants are committing
suicide having got entangled in debts. Begging,
prostitution, trafficking and sale of women and
children and crimes against them are ever
increasing. The other side of the picture shows
India ranking fifth in the world with 122
billionaires, with five Indians figuring in the

latest list of the world’s top 10 billionaires.
Ministers and leaders of almost all the bourgeois
parties, owning billions in cash and property, are
neck deep in corruption. Even the Lok Sabha,
the epitome of Indian democracy has out of its
543 members, 321 billionaires and 180
millionaires, who mostly belong to the Congress,
BJP, regional parties and even the CPI (M) and
CPI.
Recent disclosures by Swiss Bank
authorities have revealed a colossal amount of
Rs 72 lakh crores of money lying in the personal
accounts of Indian industrialists, politicians and
bureaucrats, which is nothing but black money
and is highest in the world.
These ruling bourgeois parties at the Centre
and in the states are engaged in cut-throat
competition to outbid each other in proving their
efficiency and loyalty in implementing the policies
of globalization, privatization, and liberalization at
the behest of the MNCs, corporates and monopolists. As a result, there is continuous downsizing
of the workforce in industries, closures and
lockouts, abolition of jobs, replacement of
permanent jobs by contractual jobs, extension of
working hours and workload, outsourcing, wage
freeze and wage cuts. The governments, both at
the Centre and in the states, are, on the one
hand, withdrawing all workers’ rights while, on the
other hand, handing over the public sector to
private players,
allowing the MNCs and
corporates to have control over the mines,
agricultural lands, river waters and even the
Contd. on page 3

Left United Front formed in Kerala with RMP, SUCI(C)
and MCPI(M), to build up united democratic movements
against policies of globalization, corruption,
communalism and politics of violence
Left United Front (LUF), a state level united
front of three left parties, Socialist Unity centre
of India(SUCI(C)), Revolutionary Marxist Party
(RMP), and Marxist Communist Party (United)
(MCPI(U)) has been formed in Kerala with the
avowed object of building up people’s united
democratic movements against anti-people
policies of the central and state governments and
against globalization, corruption, communalism
and politics of violence in particular.
MCPI(U) was formed a few years back by
a group of leaders and cadres who left CPI(M)
revolting against the anti-working class stance of
that party’s leadership. And RMP was formed by
another group of leaders and cadres who left
CPI(M) very recently disagreeing with that

party’s leadership on certain policy questions.
Founder leader of RMP Comrade T. P.
Chandrsekharan was brutally murdered by hired
killers employed by CPI(M) state leadership. In
the ensuing Lok Sabha election in the state, the
LUF will field candidates in 18 seats out of the
total 20 seats, of which 5 will be of SUCI(C), 3
of MCPI(U), 9 of RMP and independent
supported by LUF. Our Party candidates will be
contesting from Trivandrum, Pathanamthitta,
Mavelikkara, Alappuzha and Kottayam.
A state level convention declaring the
formation of LUF was held at Aiswarya
auditorium, Alappuzha on 12 March 2014. . Apart
from activists of the three constituent parties, a
Contd. on page 5
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Ukraine crisis

People strangled by capitalists-imperialists
and their brute power game
In recent few months the world
appears to be on boil. Of all the
international events which are
rocking the world, the Ukraine
event earns a distinction on many
counts. It is not merely an event
of ‘people’s rebellion against an
autocratic rule’, nor just a ‘struggle
for democracy’ as the US
imperialists and their lackeys with
the help of pliant media try to
make the world believe. Their cries
for democracy rather prove to be
in the same refrain in which they
raise the hype whenever they come
out to force a change of regime be
it in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya or
Syria. Nor, it is marked merely by
uncalled for Russian military
intervention into its neighbour’s
affairs ostensibly to protect people
of Russian origin or speaking
Russian. The events of Ukraine
have deeper roots. But to reach
there we may start from the
surface, from what happened to
give rise to the present crisis.

Precipitation of the turmoil
Trouble began when on 21
November
last year Viktor
Yanukovych, now deposed president
of the country, announced his
sudden decision to postpone signing
the “association agreement” with the
European Union in favour of aid and
natural gas agreements with Russia,
though he had earlier agreed to sign
it on 29 November. There were
huge demonstrations at the heart of
Kiev, the capital city. People at large
were on the streets. Yet the forces
that led them were all shady.
There was the party of Yulia
Tymoshenko. She is the former
Prime Minister and a billionaire
tycoon who, along with others of her
same flock, usurped the ownership
rights of government factories and
mining companies virtually free of
cost when the Soviet Union had
collapsed. She had lost power in the
last election and was thrown into
prison on corruption charges to be
set free only recently during the
present crisis. Immediately on
release she addressed the protesters
emotionally, as well as underlined
her allegiance by making prompt
phone calls to the German
Chancellor, top officials and
ambassadors of the USA and the
EU. Then there was the party led by
a former heavyweight-boxing
champion, Vitali Klitschko, whom
the EU, more so the German
imperialism, is reportedly backing as
a future presidential candidate.
Finally, there was the frightening

right-wing
fascist
Svoboda
(Freedom) Party and its allies based
on anti-Russia nationalism and antiSemitism. They defaced monuments
to heroes of the World War II
victory over Nazism and even
brought down the statue of V.I.
Lenin, the great leader of the
proletariat, from the pedestal and
set up the Svoboda party flag and
flag of the Nazi era there. Thus, by
any definition these were the rightist,
pro-imperialist, even fascist blend of
bourgeois parties that were leading
people in their protests. The
protesters wanted change of
government.
The Ukrainian
parliament ultimately voted to
depose the President and promised
to hold presidential elections on 25
May 2014. The president fled the
capital, eventually turning up in
Russia. But clashes with the security
forces continued and nearly 100
people died. The security forces
surrendered the centre of Kiev to
the protesters, who claimed full
control of the city along with the
arms and arsenals of the security
forces. A new government was
formed.

Role of the imperialistcapitalist powers
Meanwhile, announcing that this
was a matter of defending ethnic
Russians
and
pro-Russian
Ukrainians in eastern Ukraine and
Crimea, the Black Sea peninsula of
the
country,
the
capitalist
government of Russia issued an
ultimatum to Ukrainian forces.
Soldiers in Russian uniform without
insignia took charge of all important
government locations in Crimea.
Ukraine’s new government and its
leaders appealed to the western
imperialist powers to help stop
Russia. In a hasty statement, the
US government praised the
“constructive work” done by the
Ukrainian parliament and prescribed
from their far- away position ‘the
prompt formation of a broad,
technocratic government of national
unity.’ British Foreign Minister
William Hague and US Secretary of
State John Kerry rushed to Kiev to
stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the
country’s shaky new government,
rather help its formation. Obama,
the US president issued threats of
sanction and loss of G8
membership to Russia. Intervention
of the UN was sought for. On
face of adverse reactions, Russia
withdrew its military move, but
continued to play covert games in
Crimea. However in the rest of the

country, the ground was all open to
the rightist forces and their
imperialist mentors.
While
clamouring
against
Russian
incursion, the US imperialists
nakedly imposed sanction and
warned those undermining the
“democratic processes”, dictated
terms and thus nakedly intervened
in Ukraine’s internal matters.
Crimea remained the centre of a
stand-off. Pro-Russian and proUkrainian demonstrations clashed
with each other. While the former,
apparently larger in number
declined to go with ‘Ukrainian
fascists’, the latter chanted slogan
against ’illegal occupation’ of
Crimea. Pro- Russian lawmakers
stood for a referendum on 16
March, a move that has been
dismissed as ‘illegitimate’ by the
new Ukraine government backed
by the western imperialist powers.

Ukraine, new hotbed of
imperialist machination
The Ukraine crisis is thus deep
enough to draw in the major powers
of the capitalist- imperialist world,
namely the USA and the EU
countries led by Germany, France,
on the one side and the Russian
Federation on the other. They are
embroiled in a crisis that seemed at
one stage to be one of the severest
of confrontations since the days of
the “Cold War”, between the
western imperialist power bloc and
Russia, now itself a capitalisthegemonic power. The US
involvement and intrigue are further
exposed from the intercepted phone
call between US diplomats, available
all over the Internet. In it, the US
Under Secretary of State Victoria
Nuland was found to be speaking
openly of how Washington had been
manipulating Ukrainian opposition
politicians, including making an
investment of $5 billion for taking
over Ukraine . The money was
meant for the 40,000 nongovernmental organizations the US
set up in that country since a decade
back. The Russian capitalism in its
turn, is frantically trying to retain its
sphere of influence as best as it is
presently possible, by manipulating
the proceedings of Crimea, where
the Russian Federation has a naval
base. As against all of these forces,
the Ukrainian people including those
of Crimea or eastern Ukraine are on
the receiving end. Besides being
torn apart by the ruthless capitalist
exploitation and oppression, as in
other capitalist country of the world,
accentuating every passing moment

with intensification of market crisis
and industrial recession of the world
capitalist system, they are now
pawns in the hands of the brigands
and hegemons engaged in power
duel.
To comprehend a full implication
and significance of these unfolding
developments, it may be necessary
to recall a brief background history
of the country.

A brief history of Ukraine
Ukraine is presently a European
country bordered by the Russian
Federation in the east, Black Sea in
the south, a few east European
countries in the west and Belarus in
the north. Since the oldest Slavic
states disintegrated in the 12th
century, the territory became a
playground of different kingdoms
and empires , first of Poland,
Lithuania and Crimea under the
Ottoman empire, and then of the
Austro-Hungarian empire in a
smaller Ukrainian speaking western
part and the Russian empire in the
vast Russian speaking eastern part.
After the first world war, the
western imperialist powers defeated
and abolished the Turkish Ottoman
empire till then existing in Crimea.
At that time, the Tsarist Russia was
radically transformed into a socialist
state and in its trail, a host of
countries around was liberated from
their colonial rule to become
constituents of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republic. Ukraine became
a sovereign Soviet socialist state
since 1922. Ethnically- linguistically
Ukraine had a dominantly Ukrainian
speaking population living in the
western part and a Russian
speaking, even ethnically Russian
population forming overwhelming
majority in the eastern part and
Crimea.
After the second world war, the
US imperialists were at the helm of
the capitalist imperialist camp and
right from the day the war ended,
began hatching
conspiracy to
encircle and destroy the new born
USSR. For the purpose, the NATO
led by the US was set up as a
formidable
military
alliance,
ostensibly from behind the cloak of
cooperation with and reconstruction
of war-ravaged Europe. However,
as the socialist camp grew mightier
under the leadership of greats like
Lenin, Stalin and Mao Zedong,
Ukraine, with rich natural resources,
started to develop as a modern state
and its socialist economy triggered
marked industrial development
Contd. on page 5
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People’s plight and misery soar under
gruelling capitalist oppression
Contd. from page 1

retail and wholesale trade. Colossal
amounts are provided as financial
stimulus to the industrial houses in
the form of tax waivers and tax
exemptions, bail-out packages, etc.
leading to huge fiscal deficits, the
burden of which is squarely shifted
on to the common people in the form
of enhanced taxes and curtailment
of welfare schemes. Continuous
price rise, tax hikes, spiralling
inflation and devaluation of rupee
have compounded the miseries of
the people. Agricultural lands are
grabbed for SEZ by forcibly evicting
the peasants. Natural calamities like
cyclones, floods and droughts are
destroying thousands of human lives,
substantial crops and enormous
property but there is hardly any
preventive or remedial measure
from the central and state
governments. Prices of seeds,
fertilizers, electricity, pesticides are
continuously rising while the
peasants are denied support prices.
Traders, hoarders and blackmarketeers are allowed a free hand
to manipulate prices at their will.
Both the central and state
governments are slashing education
and health budgets and handing over
these sectors to the industrial and
business houses for earning
maximum profit. Both education and
health-care have become so costly
as to go beyond the reach of the
common people. Syllabi and
curricula are designed in such a
manner that instead of developing
secular, democratic and scientific
approach and outlook, they are
generating blind faith, religious
fanaticism and fascist culture devoid
of all values and social concern. In
order to close the doors of higher
education to the poor and the middle
class, the examination system is
being abolished in schools for
common students, while retaining
the same in the English medium
schools for the rich. The trusted
parties of the ruling class are
projecting these as the face of
‘Development’ and ‘Governance’.
The most pertinent question that
arises is: Development for whom?
The foregoing paragraphs give
the real picture of the crisis ridden
and moribund capitalist system of
today. Today’s capitalist system is
totally different from the capitalist
state of the 18th or 19th century
when the rising bourgeoisie fought a
revolutionary battle against the
feudal, autocratic and monarchical
rule to establish democratic order,
highlighted secular humanism as

opposed to religious obscurantism,
raised the banner of ‘equality’,
‘liberty’ ‘fraternity’ and fought for
and established a system of
democracy as could be possible in
that historic condition. Today, in its
reactionary and moribund stage of
imperialism, capitalism has thrown
that banner away into the dust.
Capitalism has become completely
reactionary, oppressive, fascistic and
ruthless
in
suppressing
all
democratic mass movements,
working class struggles and in
destroying all democratic norms,
values and practices. As part and
parcel of moribund world capitalism,
the Indian bourgeoisie since its
assuming of power in 1947 has been
pursuing the same reactionary
policy. Today, with concentration of
monopoly capital in the hands of a
few and centralization of political
power in the hands of the state, and
regimentation of thought, the country

policies, mercilessly crushed class
and mass struggles but have also
tried to destroy the moral backbone
of the people. All the ruling parties
are trying their best to erase from
history the glorious tradition of
Indian Renaissance and Indian
freedom struggle, particularly the
revolutionary current in it. This is
being done with the most malicious
design
to
demoralize
and
dehumanize the younger generation
in order to destroy their thinking
faculty, voice of dissent and courage
of struggle. Through the projection
of sex, blue-films, pornography,
violence, drug and alcohol addiction,
gambling, etc. in print and electronic
media, students and youths are being
pushed to all immoral activities. It is
not accidental that India is now at
the top of the list in woman
trafficking, kidnapping, rape cases,
gang-rapes and murder. Even a girlchild of a few months or woman

Comrade Provash Ghosh, General Secretary, SUCI(C) releasing the Central
Committee’s ‘Appeal to the people’ on the eve of parliamentary election and the
Candidates’ list in a press conference at Calcutta Press Club, Kolkata on 4 march,
2014. Seated on his right are Comrades Manik Mukherjee and Sankar Saha and
on his left Comrades Soumen basu and Chhaya Mukherjee.

is faced with the danger of fascism.
Prevalence of regional capital which
still plays a significant role in our
economy and politics, acts as an
impediment to the growth of fullfledged fascism. Today’s bourgeoisie
does not bother for democratic
principles, humanist values nor does
it have any concern for the country
and its people. Its sole concern is to
anyhow extract maximum profit by
ruthless exploitation. For it, the
people are nothing but human raw
material to feed the exploitative
machine and the whole country is
nothing but a vast market to rob. It
has become out and out inhuman,
immoral and corrupt. So it is not
accidental that ministers and leaders
of the ruling parties i.e. Congress,
BJP, regional parties all of whom are
in service of the ruling bourgeoisie,
are corrupt, hypocrite and antipeople. Even some of the leaders of
CPI (M) also fell victim to corrupt
practices. While in power, these
parties not only pursued anti-people

above 60 years of age is not spared.
Surely perpetrators of such heinous
crimes are not beasts, but human
beings bereft of any human
conscience and values. They are a
new species, product of the
degraded capitalist culture. Thus
capitalism is destroying life
economically, politically, socially,
culturally, ethically and morally. It is
destroying peace of the society and
family life. Capitalism stands as the
main obstacle to social progress and
needs to be replaced by a new
system that is the socialist system.
This is the historic teaching of
Marxism-LeninismComrade
Shibdas Ghosh Thought.
Election
only
changes
governments, but not the exploitative
capitalist system and its oppressive
state machine. By holding elections,
the ruling bourgeoisie only reinstates
or replaces its political manager
according to its necessity, deceives
the masses and distracts them from
the path of revolution. Moreover, the

election results in no case reflect the
real verdict of the people, but the
verdict of the bourgeoisie through
rampant use of money power,
muscle power, media power and
administrative power.
The Congress has been in
power at the Centre and in many
states for decades. The BJP ran the
central government twice and is still
now in power in several states.
Regional parties like the SP, BSP,
DMK, AIADMK, Akali Dal, Shiv
Sena, NCP, JD(U), BJD, TDP, AGP,
CPI (M), TMC, etc., all either were
or are in power in different states.
Except difference in their flags and
names, there is virtually no
difference in their policies or the
way they have ruled. The Congress
claims itself to be a ‘secular party’
and the so-called communist parties
like the CPI (M) and the CPI have
all through helped it to build that
image. However what they have
been practising is not secularism but
equal encouragement to all religions
or ‘Sarva Dharma Samannay’. But,
historically and ideologically, real
secularism means separation of the
state and all its institutions including
education from the influence of
religion and conduction of its affairs
on the basis of secular democratic
principles. A secular state treats
religion as the private affair of an
individual and neither encourages
nor interferes in religious affairs. It
treats both believers and nonbelievers on a par. In the name of
equal encouragement to all religions,
the Congress leadership during the
freedom
movement
virtually
practised upper caste Hindu politics
which alienated the Muslims, the socalled ‘lower caste’ Hindus from the
freedom struggle causing division
among the people and thus providing
a handle to the British imperialist
rulers to partition the country. The
Congress fomented many riots
including the anti-Sikh riots of 1984
with the sole purpose of creating
vote bank and dividing the toiling
people. The BJP proudly claiming
itself to be the champion of
‘Hindutva’, was instrumental in
fuelling anti-Muslim frenzy through
Advani’s Rath Yatra, demolition of
Babri Masjid and massacre of more
than 2500 Muslims following the
Godhra train accident. One wonders
whether these fanatic zealots are
more devout Hindus than Chaitanya,
Ramakrishna and Vivekananda and
whether they can be called as
Hindus at all. It is because the
aforesaid great proponents of
Contd. on page 4
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In reality there are two forces: parties representing exploiting
bourgeoisie and SUCI(C) representing exploited people
Contd. from page 3

Hinduism could not even in their
wildest of dreams think of razing
historic Babri Masjid to the ground
and building a Ram Mandir there.
Rather all through their life, they
preached harmony among the
followers of different religions. The
architect of post-Godhra pogrom,
Mr. Narendra Modi, whose hands
are stained with the blood of
hundreds of innocent Muslim men,
women and children and who was
severely admonished by the then
BJP PM, Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee
for not discharging his duties (RajaDharma) as the Chief Minister of
Gujarat, is now being projected by
the BJP as the future Prime Minister
of India. Taking advantage of the
people’s discontent and hatred
against the misrule of the Congress
led UPA government at the Centre;
the BJP is projecting this arch Hindu
communal leader as prime
ministerial candidate with a view to
creating a Hindu vote-bank by
polarizing the people on communal
lines. Having won the confidence of
the corporate houses by handing
over large chunks of agricultural
lands for SEZs after forcibly
evicting hundreds of poor peasants
and by assuring cheap water and
electric supply, extension of
subsidies and finally after ensuring
no working class unrest, powerful
industrial houses are now spending
thousands of crores of rupees to
project Mr. Modi as the next PM.
Other regional parties whom the
CPI (M), CPI consider as ‘secular
allies’, openly practise the politics of
casteism, parochialism, regionalism
and fan up regional and ethnic
sentiment to create ‘Vote Bank’. The
united CPI now split into CPI (M),
CPI, several factions of CPI (ML)
and other Naxalite groups were
never a genuine Marxist party. With
their reformist outlook the CPI and
the CPI(M), of course, did organize
some mass movements up to the mid1960s but now after tasting
governmental power for long, they
have become so addicted to
parliamentary politics and privileges
that they have left the field of
struggles even when vast masses of
exploited and suffering people are
crying for movements. Their whole
activity has now got confined to
raising some questions in the
Parliament and Assemblies and
issuing some statements. Not only
that. When they were in
governmental power in West Bengal
and Kerala, they did not hesitate to
mercilessly suppress and crush the

workers’ and peasants’ struggles and
democratic movements to the glee of
the monopoly houses, big business
and foreign imperialists. Several
times they overtly or covertly
combined with the Congress and the
CPI (M) even at times joined the BJP
to remain in the corridors of power
on this or that plea purported to
hoodwink the people. At present their
sole attempt is to mobilize the
regional parties for netting some
petty electoral gains and help the
Congress to tide over the present
crisis. Undoubtedly these two socalled communist parties, as social
democratic forces, have become out
and out constitutional parliamentarian
parties almost like the British Labour
Party. As a result, a vacuum has been
created in the field of democratic
mass movement. Finding no powerful
democratic force of movement, a
section of the democratic minded
intellectuals and youth are joining the
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) which,
according to our analysis is also a
party of the bourgeoisie. This position
has been abundantly made clear by
the AAP leader, Shri Kejriwal in a
recent press conference held under
the auspices of the CII. In the said
press conference he is stated to have
declared that his party is not against
capitalism and that he has firm belief
in the process of privatization.
In this gloomy situation when the
dark clouds of fascism are looming
large on the political horizon of the
country, the only hope before the
exploited people is the Socialist
Unity Centre of India (Communist),
the revolutionary party of the Indian
proletariat founded by the great
Marxist thinker of this era, Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh. Since its inception
the Party being armed with
Marxism-Leninism-Shibdas Ghosh
Thought, is relentlessly organizing
working class struggles and
democratic
mass
movements
throughout the country against antipeople policies of the central and
state
governments,
capitalist
exploitation and imperialism.
It is the considered opinion of
the Socialist Unity Centre of India
(Communist) that resolution of all
the problems stemming from this
capitalist exploitative system is
possible only through accomplishing
the anti-capitalist socialist revolution.
However, to reach the stage of that
working
class
preparedness
ideologically,
politically,
organizationally and culturally, there
is urgent necessity of building up
class struggles and democratic mass
movements on the edifice of higher

proletarian culture, ethics and
morality. While focusing all its
attention on developing democratic
and secular mass movements, the
Party is observing with due
solemnity the birth and death
anniversaries of doyens of the
Indian Renaissance, legendary
revolutionary freedom fighters and
great martyrs to educate and inspire
the younger generations.
So long working class and toiling
people are not prepared for
revolution and suffer from
parliamentary illusions, the Socialist
Unity Centre of India (Communist)
considers it necessary to participate
in the elections with the objective of
dispelling the parliamentary illusions
as well as to politically exposing these
bourgeois and pseudo-communist
parties and in the process raise the
political awareness of the masses.
Another reason for contesting
elections is to raise the people’s voice
of protest in the parliamentary forum
and integrate, strengthen and
supplement the extra parliamentary
movements outside, if elected.
So in this parliamentary election,
although there are many contending
parties under different flags, in
reality there are two forces and two
types of politics. On the one side,
there are parties like the Congress,

BJP, regional parties representing
the exploiting bourgeois class and
social democratic parties, CPI (M)
and CPI toeing the line of the
bourgeois parties and, on the other
side, there is the Socialist Unity
Centre of India (Communist)
representing the exploited class and
the vast masses of the suffering
multitudes. While the politics of the
former is to serve the capitalist
class and the system and pushing the
country towards further ruination,
the politics of the Socialist Unity
Centre of India (Communist) is to
organize class and mass struggles
and finally to build up political power
of the people by organizing them in
various people’s committees from
the villages to cities, from the
agricultural fields to the factories
and industries so that the people one
day themselves can decide their
own future.
In
the
forthcoming
parliamentary election which is
crucial for the future of people’s life,
people are to decide whether they
will allow continuation of capitalist
exploitation or strengthen the
struggle for emancipation.
With greetings
Provash Ghosh
General Secretary
SUCI (Communist)

Dharna at Delhi against FYUP
A 48-hour long dharna (squatting) was organized on behalf of AIDSO
Delhi State Committee at the Arts Faculty Gate of Delhi University, against
the implementation of Four Year Undergraduate Programme (FYUP) . On
February 24, the programme was inaugurated by Professor Narendar
Sharma, Convener, All India Save Education Committee, Delhi State. Among
others who addressed the gathering were Professor Nandita Narain,
President, Delhi University Teachers’ Association (DUTA), Professor Khalid
Asraf from Kirorimal College and Bhaskaranand, Vice President of All India
Committee and President , Delhi State Committee of AIDSO.
On February 25, the meeting was addressed by Neeraj Kumar, incharge, Delhi University Unit of AISA and Comrades Deepak from
Parivartankami Chattra Sangathan, Ravi Kumar, Comrade Mohammad Asif
and Krishnendu Mukherjee, member, Delhi State Committee, AIDSO.
On February 26, the meeting was addressed by Comrade Pratap Samal,
Delhi State Secretary, SUCI(C) and former all-India President of AIDSO.

AIMSS Ranchi meets Governor demanding
justice in murder case
AIMSS Ranchi (Jharkhand) district committee organized a rally on 1
March demanding justice in the case of murder of Oxford Public School
warden Suchitra Misra. Next day, a delegation comprising Comrades Keya
De, Sandhya Pandey, Ashoka Mondal,Seema and Lalita met the Governor
and submitted a memorandum to him. Expressing utmost anxiety at the
growing atrocities on women the deputation demanded that due
administrative measures be taken to resist crimes against women. They also
demanded that the recommendations of the Verma Commission be applied
in Jharkhand, obscene websites and advertisements be banned, girl students
be given training in self-protection like martial arts etc. The Governor
assured the deputation that their demands would be given due consideration.
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Geographic and commercial advantage makes Ukraine
centre of contradiction among capitalist superpowers
Contd. from page 2

particularly in the western part.

Ukraine economy under
socialism and now
The second world war had left
Ukraine in total ruins. From there,
Ukraine became economically and
politically the second-most powerful
republic of the USSR, behind only
the Russian Soviet Federated
Socialist Republic. It even became a
European leader in industrial
production and an important centre
of the Soviet arms industry and
high-tech research. In fact, during
the post
war years,
Ukraine’s
industrial productivity doubled its
pre-war level. It likened, as even the
western analysts held, “wonders
of West German and Japanese
reconstruction”,
but
characteristically without foreign
capital. The increase of agricultural
production was also tremendous in
socialist Ukraine, so much so that it
was called the granary of the
USSR. There were, however,
shortages from difficulties in
distribution, as the former private
operators or the former landlords
relentlessly
tried
to
create
impediments to the highlycentralized system of state trading.
All the fruits of development
accrued to the people in socialist
Ukraine

But the table was turned after
the demise of Stalin and usurpation
of the leadership of Soviet Union
and Soviet Communist Party by the
revisionists. As against development
along socialist line, the revisionist
leadership reversed the direction and
the concomitant evils were manifest
at all levels of economy and society.
Agriculture suffered so much that
USSR had to import food. From
1965 the industrial growth in Ukraine
decreased, and finally stagnated.
Ukraine’s economy contracted
further and severely following the
years after the Soviet dissolution.
The transition from socialism to
capitalism only meant sufferings and
downfall for the majority of the
population, of which nearly 25%
plunged into poverty. A significant
number of citizens in rural Ukraine
survived by growing their own food,
often working for two or more jobs
and buying the basic necessities
through the barter economy. More
than 60 million of Ukrainians had
gone abroad in search of livelihood,
who remit virtually 25 % GDP back
home. Mortality rate rose fast;
scope of decent education receded
from common people. Ukraine was
hit by the economic crisis of 2008
and the country which once
developed without foreign aid had to
live on a humiliating IMF approved
stand-by loan of $16.5 billion.

Left United Front Constituted in Kerala
Contd. from page 1

large number of common people
also enthusiastically assembled to
attend the convention. Presided
over by Comrade C. K. Lukose,
Central Committee member and
Kerala State Secretary of SUCI(C),
the convention was inaugurated by
Comrade K. K. Rema, State
Secretariat member of RMP and
widow of slain leader Comrade T. P.
Chandrasekharan. Comrade M.
Rajan, Polit Bureau member and
State Secretary of MCPI(U)
presented the Joint Declaration of
LUF. Comrade V.Venugopal, state
secretariat member of SUCI(C) and

convener of LUF delivered the
welcome speech and Comrade
S.Seethilal, state committee member
of SUCI(C), proposed the vote of
thanks. State leaders of the three
parties including Comrades T. L.
Santhosh, N.Venu, K.S.Hariharan,
G.S.Padmakumar, Jaison Joseph,
Narayanan Master and K. R.
Sadanandan and Shri K.Bhaskaran,
independent candidate supported
by LUF in Kollam constituency,
were the speakers.
The declaration unanimously
adopted by the convention called
upon all the left and democratic
minded people of the state to rally

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
kept on rising in Ukraine after
dismantling of socialism. Yet the
country has had trouble maintaining
stable economic growth. The
hyperinflationary levels in the 1990s
pushed Ukraine to hold the world
record for inflation in one calendar
year in 1993. Naturally, people’s
resentment also went on mounting
sharply and fast, though without a
strong
genuine
revolutionary
leadership to direct their wrath and
resentment along the right track.
The reactionary rightist forces took
full advantage of that to mislead the
suffering Ukrainians and engineer
supine submission to western
imperialist dictates in the name of
bringing change.

The question of major-minor,
dominant-subordinate
nationalities
The
debacle
revisionist
leadership brought to the republics
of the former USSR was further
evident on the question of relations
between the nationalities there. As
mentioned,
ethnic-linguistic
differences persisted among the
people of Ukraine, derived from
their historical past. In fact, such
differences were there in many of
the other republics of the USSR.
There was also a conflict between
the different nationalities and the
behind the LUF to organize united
democratic movements of the
people against the policies of
globalization,
communalism,
corruption and politics of violence.
Emphasizing the devastations and
ruinations brought to the lives of
common people by the policies of
globalization, it also noted that
corruption has been institutionalized
by the power sharing parties
pursuing the policy of globalization,
which is nothing but a master plan to
safeguard monopoly interest. Any
party or force which wants to fight
corruption must also fight these
policies. Otherwise they also will not
only fail to root out corruption, but
also degenerate.

dominant Russian nationality the
latter being historically the most
developed among all. Great leader
Stalin had taken due cognizance of
this problem, correctly diagnosed its
root on the anvil of MarxismLeninism and charted out the
remedial course within the socialist
system. He showed that Russian
autocratic rulers “brutally persecutes
the national cultures, the languages,
customs and institutions of the
“alien’’ nationalities in Russia. It
deprives them of their essential civil
rights, oppresses them in every way,
hypocritically sows distrust and
hostility among them and incites
them to bloody collisions …..its sole
object is …. to intensify national
strife among them, to reinforce
national barriers in order more
successfully to disunite …… the
entire proletariat of Russia into
small national groups and in this way
bury the class consciousness of
the workers, their class unity.
That is in the interests of Russian
reaction…” (The Social-Democratic
view of the National Question) So
he emphasized that the great banner
of socialism would cover, “not only
Russian proletarians, but the
proletarians of all the nationalities
in Russia, and, consequently, that it
will do everything to break down the
national barriers that have been
Contd. on page 6

All the speakers urged the house
to realize the historic significance of
formation of the LUF at this
juncture when the toiling people at
large are desperately looking for a
leadership in the fight against the
anti-people policies of the central
and state governments and the Left
Democratic Front led by CPI(M)
has deserted the path of movements
and became a part and parcel of the
ruling establishment.
A spirited demonstration was
held in the town after the
culmination of the convention. The
launching of the LUF has generated
great enthusiasm and expectations in
the left intellectual circles and the
people at large.

Comrade C K Lukose delivering presidential address at the convention. The procession after the convention
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Anti-government agitation is mainly fuelled
by agents of EU and US imperialists
Contd. from page 5

raised to separate them…. taken
by themselves, the so-called
“national interests” and “national
demands” are of no particular value;
that
these
“interests,”
and
“demands” deserve our attention
only in so far as they stimulate, or
can stimulate, the proletariat’s class
consciousness,
its
class
development.” (ibid) But, how to
operationalize that in socialism?
Stalin said that each nationality be
granted regional autonomy as “it
does not deal with a fiction bereft of
territory, but with a definite
population inhabiting a definite
territory” and ensuring that “ it
breaks down these barriers and
unites the population in such a
manner as to open the way for
division of a different kind, division
according to classes. Finally it
makes it possible to utilize the
natural wealth of the region and to
develop its productive forces in the
best possible way without awaiting
the decisions of a common centre –
functions which are not inherent
features
of
cultural-national
autonomy.” (Marxism and the
National Question) Aware of the
fact that the fear of “the minorities
oppressed by the national majorities”
did loom large he held that fear
could be dispelled through the
process of true democratization.
Elaborating the concept, Stalin
wrote, granting “equal rights of
nations in all forms (language,
schools, etc.) is an essential
element in the solution of the national
question. Consequently, a state law
based on complete democratization
of the country is required, prohibiting
all national privileges without
exception and every kind of disability
or restriction on the rights of
national minorities. That and that
alone, is the real, not a paper
guarantee of the rights of a
minority.” And then he added,
‘‘…We
know
where
the
demarcation of workers according to
nationalities
leads
to.
The
disintegration of a united workers’
party, the splitting of trade unions
according
to
nationalities,
aggravation of national friction,
national strikebreaking, complete
demoralization within the ranks of
Social-Democracy – such are the
results of organizational federalism.
….The only cure for this is
organization on the basis of
internationalism…
we
are
confronted by two fundamentally
different types of organization: the
type based on international solidarity
and the type based on the

organizational “demarcation” of the
workers according to nationalities.
Attempts to reconcile these two
types have so far been vain.…The
path of “compromise” must
therefore be discarded as utopian
and harmful…the principle of
international solidarity of the
workers is an essential element in
the solution of the national
question.”(ibid) Extending this
thought to the question of the right of
nations to self-determination, Stalin
clarified : ‘‘The question of the
rights of nations is not an isolated,
self-sufficient question; it is a part of
the general problem of proletarian
revolution, subordinate to the whole,
and must be considered from the
point of view of the whole.’’
(Foundations of Leninism)
Guided by these invaluable
teachings of Stalin, Ukraine, like
other Soviet republics, started
emerging from its fragmented,
colonial shape through the process
of amalgamating
different
nationalities of that republic into a
single modern nation. This was true
despite the distinct linguistic and
even ethnic differences in the
eastern and western parts of
Ukraine and despite the fact that
reactionary elements continued to
exist in the socialist Ukraine which
always tried to fan up national
jingoism playing upon this ethnic
linguistic division.

Crime of modern revisionism
In sharpest contrast to this wise
and prudent vision on the nationality
question and the guidance to resolve
the differences based on the higher
thoughts
of
proletarian
internationalism,
the
modern
revisionist leadership that usurped
power in the CPSU and the USSR
traversed in a complete reverse
direction and in fact subtly fuelled
the suppressed nationality feelings
within
the
country.
Under
revisionism, the nationality question
instead of being resolved through
pursuit of true scientific course of
imbibing the true spirit of
international solidarity of the
working class rising above all
nationality-ethnicity-based divisions,
assumed critical dimension and for
obvious reasons, took an antiRussian nationality form. This was
further propelled by some utterly
erroneous move on the part of
revisionist Soviet leadership in the
international
sphere.
True
internationalists never intervene in
the internal matters of any country
but do extend ideological and moral
support to growth and development

of true revolutionary leadership and
organization of the masses through
stepping up ideological- socialpolitical-cultural struggles so as to
overthrow
the
respective
exploitative capitalist regimes. But
the revisionists either capitulated to
nuclear as well as diplomatic
blackmailing by the imperialist camp
or tried to protect or extend their
spheres of influence by bluntly
helping an individual or a group of
their choice to rise to power in some
country with the help of a section of
its bureaucracy and army and also a
section of national bourgeoisie of
that country. Sometimes they did not
even hesitate to send military into
that country, which came down to
mean
military
invasion
or
intervention into latter, such as it
were in Afghanistan. They held that
such moves would stimulate
revolution. This flawed policy of
exporting
revolution
made
hegemonism as an integral part of
the international policy of modern
revisionism. And soon the toiling
people of the world mistook Soviet
Union to be a superpower akin to
the western imperialists and hence
began alienating themselves from it.
This faulty stand of
modern
revisionists not only hampered the
revolutionary movements in different
countries, it also maligned the
nobility of Marxism to patriotic
people of different countries, with
the communists appearing to them
as ‘conspirators’, ‘occupiers’ or
such others. It also adversely
affected the nationality feelings in
the Soviet states. The dominant or
major nationalities adopted a
bureaucratic high-handed attitude
towards minor nationalities and the
latter developing fear and mistrust
about the former. The maladies or
vices that Stalin precisely warned
against started to crop up in the
Soviet states. Fertile ground was
thus created for the different
reactionary forces to play upon and
to incite people with their anticommunist propaganda or actions.

Counter revolution drove in the
last nail
Once
counter-revolution
succeeded in Soviet Union following
revisionist conspiracy aided and
abetted by the imperialist powers,
the matter only went towards
worse. Remorseless desire for
hegemony to become a superpower
competing with the US imperialists,
drove these counter-revolutionaries
to such a depth that they even
helped from outside to accomplish
armed counter-revolution in another

country. This was glaring in the case
of Romania, where the communist
party, among a few others in the
then world, was critical of the
revisionist leadership on many
different issues. After fragmentation
of the USSR, the erstwhile soviet
republics turned into capitalist states.
And courtesy the misdeeds and
intrigues of the revisionists, adverse
feeling, even apprehension and
mistrust towards not only Russia
and its leadership, but even
Marxism- Leninism are on the rise.
Seizing that opportunity, the
bourgeois rulers of these republics
keen to quell the mounting discontent
and wrath among the people against
ruthless capitalist oppression, have
been inciting the ethnic –linguistic
nationality divisions to keep disrupt
people’s unity, pit one section against
the other and distract them from the
source of their predicament. This is
propelling an anti-Russian sentiment
among other nationalities.

Capitalist Ukraine has become
a playground for imperialist
intrigues
The present Ukrainian crisis,
accompanying strife between the
Ukrainian- speaking and Russian
speaking cum ethnic Russian
nationalities, the increasing trend of
looking towards Europe in the
western part of Ukraine, while in the
eastern part to remain solidly with
Russia and the handling of the crisis
by the present capitalist rulers of the
Russian Federation should be judged
on the anvil of the above discussion.
It must also be noted that even
though the former president
Yanukovych was heading none else
but a capitalist government, the
opposition which staged the 3-month
long anti-government agitation and
finally came to power was studded
with branded pro- western
imperialist discredited elements as
well as rabid anti-communist fascist
forces enjoying full patronage and
support from their mentors the
different imperialist powers of the
EU and the USA. It was true that
the Yanukovych regime lost its
credibility in face of rampant
corruption and increasing frustration
of the younger generation over the
government’s failure to ensure a
better quality of life. People’s
resentment had also spread to the
eastern Russian-speaking regions.
Even a secessionist movement
cropped up in the Lviv region of the
Ukrainian-speaking west. Still then,
in a recent poll conducted when
protest demonstrations were at their
Contd. on page 7
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Ukraine

Ukraine people realize what they have
lost with dismantling of socialism
Contd. from page 6

peak, 45% people wanted the
agitation to stop. Even the agitation
was opposed. For instance, Borotba
(Struggle) group, a combination of
four or five, anti-capitalist and antiracist groups, including former
members of the youth organization
of the Communist Party of Ukraine
organized demonstrations before the
US and British embassies in Kiev
shouting slogans like “Ukraine is no
colony,” “Against the oligarchs and
fascists” and “No civil war in
Ukraine.” It means the reality is not
what the imperialist powers want the
world to believe.

Russian position there and vis-à-vis
it the Russian eagerness to maintain
its hold on that peninsula. Moreover,
most of the supply pipe lines of gas
and oil from Russia to Europe and
other parts of the world pass
through Ukraine. Russia exports
over 30% of Europe’s gas
consumption. Further Ukraine is
fourth in the world in export of
foodgrains. Such strategic economic
importance has made Ukraine catch
the eyes of the EU and US
imperialists vying for a grip over the
world economy.

EU deal was no boon to
Ukraine people

Present crisis is merely conflict
of interests of imperialists:
people have nothing to gain
from it

EU, on the other hand, guided
by the capitalist motive to grab, had
already brought the Baltic republics
of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania of
the erstwhile Soviet Union under its
fold. It also dangled the promise of
free trade and financial help by
proposing a partnership agreement
with Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia,
Moldavia, Belarus, and Ukraine.
After years of negotiation,
Yanukovych, agreed to sign an
“association agreement”. But as
mentioned above, he backtracked
and was ultimately deposed. But the
said deal with the EU was not to be
any boon for Ukraine’s people. It
was tied to an IMF bailout that
mandated huge cut in publicspending and hiking gas prices. It
was to open Ukraine market to EU
goods, shutting down much of local
production. But, it was not to give
Ukraine EU membership to allow
Ukrainian workers to work freely in
the West. The deal was thus of the
same kind which had suffocated
workers and common people in
Greece, Portugal, Spain, Ireland and
even more prosperous EU countries.
The EU association agreement also
proposed deeper Ukraine-NATO
links. Thus the pro-EU and proUSA forces that have now come to
power are set to sacrifice the
national economic interests of
Ukraine, and especially the interests
of the working class, in the interest
of their own capitalists and
imperialist finance capital, as well as
military objectives of the NATO.
That is sure to affect whatever
industrial power Ukraine still retains
even after it has come down from
the high level attained under
socialism. The NATO also eyes the
ports of Ukraine in Crimea for its
warships to enter the Black Sea.
This also prompts their concern for

So, the capitalist rule in Ukraine
after dismantling of socialism was
bringing forth crisis in people’s life
as elsewhere in entire capitalist
world. The government was unable
to address people’s problems and
demands. This generated huge
resentment among the masses.
Proper political consciousness
among people was marked by its
absence; taking advantage of it
ethnic-linguistic tension and strife
had been incessantly fanned up;
correct revolutionary leadership to
guide people was lacking. All this
helped the dormant reactionaries of
the country and the imperialist
vultures to find a fertile ground to
carry through their designs. The
intense market crisis and recession
made it urgent for the imperialists
to look for newer markets, to bring
in more and more countries into
their fold. Among others, Ukraine
market has become their target.
On the other hand, the Russian
capitalism, that was reigning since
the counter-revolution is also out to
pursue its hegemonic aspiration for
developing and expanding its own
sphere of influence. This clash
among the Russian capitalism, EU
and US imperialism is plainly
centred on grabbing market and
extending spheres of influence.
Obviously, this has nothing to do
with the interest of the people of
Ukraine bled white under gruelling
capitalist exploitation. The capitalist
rulers of the country as also the
imperialist hawks, including the
Russian rulers care a fig for
people’s suffering. In fact, they
thrive on escalated suffering,
mutual distrust and disaffection
among the people. But whoever
gains out of this conflict of
imperialists and whoever loses out
would not mitigate the hardship of

the people. Rather, it would sustain
ethnic-nationality conflicts, escalate
war tensions in the region and
subject people to more and more
suffering. With the rabid anticommunist, anti-Russian and even
anti-Semitic fascist forces rising to
power, the progressive democratic
minded working people including
those sympathetic to socialism are
sure to face severe coercion and
oppression. Already the omens are
there. The US imperialist rulers are
spitting unbridled venom against the
progressive democratic minded
section of the population branding
them as opponents to their
schemes. Hence the sooner the
better, working people of Ukraine
come to this realization that the
capitalist rule they have ushered in
with counter revolution would bring
no respite to them from any
problem, any exploitation. From
experience, they now understand
what they have lost with the fall of
socialism and what ruinous has
been the consequence of drifting

away from the invaluable teachings
of Marxism- Leninism. The
situation has unequivocally upheld
the lesson that only socialism in
proper perspective is the real
alternative for people; neither
revisionism in the cloak of socialism
nor capitalism- imperialism can free
people from exploitation, disunity,
discrimination and oppression.
Hence the goal is singular and that
is overthrow of capitalism again
along with throwing down these
imperialist demons from their
shoulder. For that, they will need a
strong revolutionary leadership,
would have to isolate the antipeople forces. Which course they
would tread upon and how, they
will have to determine themselves.
It is they who will have to decide
their destiny. Certainly they
need no guardian or overlord. And
so they must not let themselves
land in the lap of the US
imperialists or for that matter any
other imperialists in the name of
resisting Russia.

Anti-Vidhan Parishad Demonstrators
Face Police Atrocities in Assam
Assam State Committee of
SUCI(C) organized a statewide
programme of mass law-violation on
March 3 against proposed establishment of anti-people and redundant
Vidhan Parishad .At Dhuburi and
Goalpara more than hundred
demonstrators were arrested by the
police and at Goalpara the police
even lathi-charged the peaceful
demonstrators. Also the police went
to the extent of dragging women
demonstrators along as they arrested
them. Addressing the meeting held at
the end of the rally, Comrade

Chandralekha Das, Assam State
Secretary said that for long
movements are being developed in
Assam over this issue. Even a
successful all-Assam bandh was
observed on January 3. Still the
Congress-run state government
refuses to heed to people’s voice and
is bent upon pushing through its
proposal. On top of that, police
atrocities are descending on the
agitators. Comrade Das called upon
the people to intensify movements
against the anti-people policies of the
state government.

Programmes Commemorating the
Martyrdom of Chandrasekhar Azad
Punjab
Observing the martyrdom of the
valiant patriot Chandrasekhar Azad
a rally was taken out on February 27
jointly by AIDSO and AIDYO at
Budhalda, Punjab protesting also
against
commercialization,
privatization, fees-hike in education
and demanding unemployment
allowance, filling up the vacant posts
of teachers etc. Comrade Amrindar
Pal Singh, SUCI (C) State
Secretary, addressed the rally as the
main speaker.

Durg, Chhattisgarh
The
occasion
was
also
celebrated on February 27, with due
honour and solemnity at Shaheed

Chawk, Durg, Chhattisgarh. The
programme started with garlanding
statues of the great martyrs
Chandrasekhar Azad, Bhagat Singh,
Udham Singh as well as of Netaji
Subhas Chandra Bose. This was
followed by a cycle rally that started
from Shaheed Chawk, passed
through several main thoroughfares
to reach Chandrasekhar Azad’s
statue at Kasarideeh where a
meeting was held with active
participation of AIDSO workers
and local people. Comrade Atmaram
Sahu addressed the meeting.
Martyrs’ Day was also observed at
Jaunpur and Sultanpur in UP and at
other places.
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Make SUCI (Communist) candidates victorious in the ensuing
parliamentary election to strengthen mass movement
Sl No

State

Constituency

Candidate

1

Andhra Pradesh

Secunderabad
Anantapur

Ch. Murahari
G. Lalitha

2

Assam

Karimganj (SC)
Silchar
Dhubri
Barpeta
Mangaldoi
Lakhimpur

Prabhash Sarkar
Arunangshu Bhattacharya
Suratzaman Mondal
Khursida Anowara Begum
Swarnalata Chaliha
Hemkanta Miri

3

Bihar

4

Chattishgarh

Muzaffarpur
Vaishali
Banka
Munger
Durg

Ashok Kumar Singh
Indradeo Ray
Dipak Kumar
Pramod Kumar
Atmaram Sahu

5

Delhi

North East Delhi

Prof. Narendar Sharma

6

Gujarat

Vadodara

Tapan Dasgupta

7

Haryana

Sonipat
Rohatak

Hariprakash
Jaikaran

8

Jharkhand

Ranchi
Jamshedpur

Ramlal Mahato
Sitaram Tudu

9

Karnataka

Gulbarga (SC)
Raichur (ST)
Bellary (ST)
Dharwad
Bangalore Central
Bangalore South

S M Sharma
K Somashekhar
A Devadas
Gangadhar Badiger
Zaheeda Shereen
M Umadevi

Kottayam
Alappuzha
Mavelikkara (SC)
Pathanamthitta
Kollam
Thiruvananthapuram

N K Biju
Adv. M A Bindu
K S Sasikala
S Radhamoni
K Bhaskaran *
M Shajarkhan

11 Madhya Pradesh

Gwalior
Bhopal

Sunil Gopal
J C Barai

12 Odisha

Sundargarh (ST)
Sambalpur
Jajpur (SC)
Dhenkanal
Cuttack

Justin Lugun
Prasadi Pradhan
Subhash Chandra Mallick
Manasi Swain
Binapani Dash

13 Uttar Pradesh

Moradabad Town
Pratapgarh
Jaunpur

Bijoypal Singh
Seshanath Tewary
Ravisankar Mourya

14 Tamilnadu

North Chennai
South Chennai
Theni

V Sivakumar
S Ganesan
M J Voltaire

15 Tripura

Tripura West

Arun Bhaumik

16 West Bengal

Coochbehar (SC)
Alipurduar (ST)
Jalpaiguri (SC)
Darjeeling
Raiganj
Balurghat
Maldaha Uttar
Jangipur

Nripen Karjee
Subhas Baraik
Haribhakta Sardar
Goutam Bhattacharya
Dulal Rajbanshi
Nurul Islam
Goutam Sarkar
Abdus Sayeed

10 Kerala

(Independent candidate supported by Left United Front in which SUCI (C) is a
constituent)

*

[Left United Front formed recently in Kerala with Revolutionary Marxist
Party (RMP), Marxist Communist Party of India (United) (MCP (U)) and
SUCI (C) is fielding candidates in other 12 constituencies and supporting
independent candidates in the rest 2 constituencies]
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF :

Sl No

State

Constituency

Candidate

Murshidabad
Bakul Khandakar
Krishnanagar
Kamal Dutta
Ranaghat (SC)
Paresh Halder
Bangaon (SC)
Swapan Mandal
Barrackpur
Pradip Chowdhury
Barasat
Paresh Ghosh
Basirhat
Ajoy Bain
Joynagar (SC)
Dr Tarun Mandal
Mathurapur (SC)
Purna Chandra Naiya
Diamond Harbour
Ajoy Ghosh
Jadavpur
Dr Asok Kumar Samanta
Kolkata Dakshin
Zubair Rabbani
Howrah
Soumitro Sengupta
Uluberia
Minati Sarkar
Sreerampur
Prof Md Shanawaz
Hoogly
Paban Majumder
Tamluk
Bibek Roy
Kanthi
Manash Pradhan
Ghatal
Anjan Jana
Jhargram (ST)
Rajib Mudi
Medinipur
Tushar Jana
Purulia
Subarna Kumar
Bankura
Kabita Singh Babu
Bishnupur (SC)
Sadananda Mandal
Bardhaman Purba (SC) Kalicharan Sarder
Bardhaman- Durgapur Sunil Kumar Purkait
Asansol
AL Gupta
Bolpur (SC)
Prof Bijoy Dalui
Birbhum
Ayesha Khatun

Make SUCI (Communist) candidates victorious in
Andhra Pradesh and Odisha Assembly Elections
Sl No
State
1 Andhra Pradesh

Constituency
Khairatabad
Visakhapatnam East
Anantapur (Urban)
Hindupur

Candidate
E Hemalatha
S Govindarajulu
D Raghavendra
M Basavaraju

2

Anandapur (SC)
Jashipur (ST)
Karanjia (ST)
Binjharpur (SC)
Dharmasala
Talcher
Anugul
Chhendipada (SC)
Birmaharajpur
Barbati- Cuttack
Choudwar- Cuttack
Cuttack Sadar
Aul
Pipili
Ranapur Krushna
Gopalpur
Koraput (SC)

Minati Jena
Sambhunath Naik
Jamuna Samad
Radhaballav Mallik
Akshaya Kumar Das
Prahlad Chandra Sahoo
Mandodari Roul
Bharat Kumar Naik
Nityananda Mallik
Pratap Chnadra Mishra
Ganesh Kumar Tripathy
Rajakishore Mallik
Dr. Abani Kumar Das
Subhash Baral
Chandra Mahapatra
P Shiva Prasad Reddy
Rama Barik

Odisha

In the
forthcoming
parliamentary
election

Cast your vote in
favour of
SUCI (C)
candidates on the
Glass symbol

PROVASH GHOSH
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